Sensation-Based Motivation Coaching
Program Syllabus
A trauma-informed and sensitive approach to sustainable
centeredness, confidence, resilience, and motivation

www.MotivationBeyondMeasure.com

SBMC
Program Syllabus

SBMC is a groundbreaking, research-supported and trauma sensitive approach that integrates
mindfulness, somatics, neuroscience, natural law, and bioenergetics to train coaches and therapists
in becoming the most influential and motivating health and wellness leaders.
Know exactly how to navigate difficult emotions and resistance
Get liberating results with your clients.
Do work that consistently provides empathy-driven breakthroughs and sustainable behavioral
change
If you’ve been looking for the deepest, most profoundly transformational experience you can give
your clients (and yourself!) in the simplest and most compassionate form- this program is for you.
A powerful confluence of mindfulness, neuroscience, and bioenergetics, The Sensation-Based
Motivation Coach training certification program will teach you the deepest approach to personal
change by helping your clients become aware of, decode, modify, and reframe the root cause of their
emotional content at the cellular level. This trauma-sensitive system recognizes that emotions are
the driving force of human behavior, and focuses on the most basic and tangible part of the
emotional experience- the sensations. Our sensations dictate not only what actions we take in every
aspect of our lives, but also create physical issues such as dis-ease, stress, anxiety, and depression
when they are misunderstood or ignored. When we teach you how to systematically access and
leverage the raw data of your client’s nervous system, the sensations, any transformation becomes
possible for them. You will have the skills and tools to help people quickly go from stuck and
resistant to enthusiastic action takers. This makes you a valuable resource for your clients, potential
clients, and colleagues.

“WHAT YOU CANNOT FIND IN YOUR OWN BODY, YOU
WILL NOT FIND ELSEWHERE” - THE UPANISHADS

SBMC
Program Leaders

Ani Anderson and Brian Trzaskos have over 50 years and 86,000 hours of client experience. As
rehabilitation specialists (Occupational and Physical Therapists respectively), they both took a
revolutionary approach to client care, leaving the broken western medical system and insurance
reimbursement model behind to start their direct pay private practices. From there they grew two
thriving wellness centers, both in their tiny home town of 2,700 year-round residents.
Having become the “people who you go to when the doctor doesn’t know what is wrong” Ani and
Brian knew it was time to begin teaching on a global scale. The Sensation-Based Motivation Program
is their second global training institution. Ani and Brian have clients around the world, are seen as
thought-leaders in their field and hold space for thriving communities of dedicated service-based
professionals. They are highly respected by leaders in the therapeutic and coaching industry, having
hosted several hundreds of trainings between them. They are routinely told that their work has
changed the lives of the people they serve like nothing else before.
At the end of the day, Ani and Brian are most proud of their thriving personal relationships. When
they aren’t teaching, they can be found in their little log home in the woods, nestled between the
foothills of the Adirondack Mountains and Lake Champlain in New York and exploring the
outdoors.

Level 1- The Cross Mapping Method
Program Overview

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
By the completion of the program, the student will be able to…
Implement a trauma-informed client approach
Identify signs of limiting SC patterns (rather than thinking it’s the person making excuses… and
earlier than them having a stress response)
Gently release client’s fight/flight/freeze reactions
Navigate through any emotional defensiveness with compassion (know what to do when
someone gets emotional.)
Eliminate painful and uncomfortable sensations without putting hands-on
Uncover hidden motivation in seemingly resistant individuals (who you might have previously
thought were stuck in making excuses)
Integrate Sensation-Based Motivation methods into current vocational framework

After completing the Level 1 Cross Mapping Method program you will have:
Cutting-edge bodymind assessment tools, allowing you to detect the most subtle cues in your
clients subconscious
Compassionate and highly effective trauma informed coaching tools including;
Bioenergetic body awareness
Sensory Magnification
Cross Mapping for Physical Pain
Cross Mapping for Emotional Pain

Level 1- The Cross Mapping Method
Program Delivery

PROGRAM DELIVERY
3 months
Weekly, 90-minute virtual training and practice calls (zoom conference)
Small group (plenty of personal attention)
Frequent peer coaching calls
Gain immediate access to turn-key tools and resources.
Highly engaged virtual group forum for community support and instructor feedback
Training manual/video program materials support included
Certificate of completion with listing in the directory on the SBMC website

Level 1- The Cross Mapping Method
Course Modules

Becoming Trauma-Informed: Learn the science and practical use of trauma-informed and sensitive
approaches
Bioenergetic Foundations: Learn how our physiology is structured and reinforced by our belief
systems.
Connective Tissue Systems
Trauma Reflexes
Structural Pattern Formation
Thalamic Brain Waves
Theory of Emotional Construction
Identifying Subconscious Flags: Identifying signs of subconscious content expressed through the
body, which clients are unaware they are presenting and how to begin leveraging them for
transformation.
Natural Law Introduction: The 9 natural (universal) laws and how to use them to have greater
emotional resilience and purposeful co-creation in our lives.
Law of Energy
Law of Polarity
Law of Perpetual Transmutation of Energy
Law of Vibration
Law of Rhythm
Law of Gender
Law of Relativity
Law of Non-Resistance
Law of Cause and Effect
Pattern Based Assessment: Learn the wholistic assessment tool that:
Reveals the BioPsychoSocial factors driving distressing symptoms
Highlights core patterns
Increases client awareness of seemingly unrelated issues

Level 1- The Cross Mapping Method
Course Modules

Working with Life Force Energy: Learn the science of the human energy system including:
Bio-EnergyScience
Introduction to Trauma Reflexes
Conscious Bioenergetics
Charkra / Tantien systems
Coherence & Entrainment
The Sensory Magnification Process: Learn the magnification technique that helps a client move
beyond fears and tap into deep healing through conscious sensory and motor embodiment
The Cross Mapping Method for Physical Pain: Learn the signature Cross Mapping method that taps
into the raw data of the nervous system to short circuit the subconscious mind’s habitual patterns of
sensing environmental “threats," quickly modifying a person's physical pain experience into one of
freedom and function.
The Cross Mapping Method for Emotional Pain: Go deeper than the physical in using the Cross
Mapping Method in learning how to modify and reframe your client’s emotional sensory experience,
fears, and frustrations.

Level 1- The Cross Mapping Method
Competency, Homework and Completion

Homework: On average, most students spend about an hour or two on homework in a week when there
are no assignments. Amount of supplemental learning varies greatly from student to student based on
their interest in;
Practicing assessments, tools and techniques on their own with clients, self, friends
Re-watching classes for greater understanding
Deep diving into the personal transformational experience through journaling (on own or in our
virtual network)
Watching and re-watching supplemental videos from our video library
Participating socially in our virtual network
Dedicating time to self-care/movement practices

Throughout the program, the following assignments must be completed:
Video recording of student performing;
1 Cross Mapping for Physical Pain
1 Cross Mapping for Emotional Suffering
3 documented peer practice sessions
Multiple choice exam (can be taken orally)
Presentation of 1 cross mapping mini case study
*Students are also required to make up any missed peer sharing sessions via recorded video

Coaches and lead trainers are always available and happy to help students with homework. Homework
must be completed for successful graduation in the program.

Level 2 - SBMC Certification
Program Overview

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
By the completion of the program, the student will be able to…
Find anyone’s life purpose and also what gets in their way of achieving it
Access client’s biggest desires, dreams and goals, even if they think they don’t know what they
are.
Identify and navigate client’s most prominent resistance strategies with ease
Overcome the core-wound patterning that translates into limiting beliefs and self sabotaging
behavior
Lead clients that have difficult past histories through present moment strategies routinely
identified as working “better than therapy”
Tap into clients natural confidence through bioenergetic tools and strategies that are often
described as producing “miracle like results.”
Use the Natural Law Inquiry process to effect rapid, laser-targeted, shifts in awareness and
insight leading to behavior change
Evaluate why people aren’t making progress when they plateau
Lead motivation workshops and programs that can generate 100K+ a year with a freedom-based
business model.
Get better testimonials and case studies for your client engagements and retain clients longer
Deferentiate yourself in a crowded marketplace and be the sought after expert who can laser in
on the problems people need solved.
After completing the Level 2 Sensation-Based Motivation Coaching program you will have;
The deepest methodology that clears core problems and taps into your clients most authentic
motivation and potential
The most complete concepts in human behavior in the simplest package, encompassing the
greatest teachings in both western and eastern philosophy
Highly effective trauma-sensitive coaching methods including;
Find Your Souls Agenda Assessment
Advanced Cross Mapping
Core Resonance Remodeling
Core Wound Discovery Process
Pattern Deconstruction/Creation
Shadow Mirroring

Level 2 - SBMC Certification
Program Delivery

PROGRAM DELIVERY
6 months
Weekly, 90-minute virtual training and practice calls (zoom conference)
Small group - plenty of personal attention
Three private coaching calls with senior training mentor
Monthly peer coaching calls
Four Day in-person (COVID permitting) transformational retreat - food and lodging included
Gain immediate access to turn-key tools and resources.
Highly engaged virtual group forum for community support and instructor feedback
Training manual/video program materials support included
Access to the entire SBMC video library of trainings
Certificate of completion with listing in the directory on the SBMC website and annual renewal
option.

·

Level 2 - SBMC Certification
Course Modules

BioEnergetics/Natural Law Review: Its all about foundations. In this module we deepen and further
hone our application of:
Bioenergetic Patterns
Trauma Reflexes
The Physiology of Natural Law
Pattern Deconstruction/Creation: Learn the core SBMC skill of gently dismantling and rebuilding
behavioral patterns
The SBMC Pyramid
Key Questions to Ask
Gently Releasing Guilt
Creating a Foundation of Success
Find Your Soul’s Agenda: The SBMC proprietary process to help your clients identify both their
purpose and most persistent subconscious resistance strategies.
Find your client’s purpose statement in a clearly defined language
Identify your client’s most prominent unconscious pattern
Develop a decision making compass for life
Identify the biggest emotional attachments that derail your clients' success and life satisfaction
Vision Casting & Open Hearted Influential Conversations: Helping clients clearly identify and
express their goals and aspirations in alignment with where they inherently place their resources
(time/energy/money).
Identify your client’s true desires and biggest dreams
Learn how to do a vision casting exercise
The psychology of asking for a sale
How to help someone see you are the answer to their problem (and how to tell when you are
not!)
Beginning to see a potential client’s subconscious patterns
Gracefully releasing clients that are not ideal
·

Level 2 - SBMC Certification
Course Modules

Cross Mapping: Advanced Techniques
Reframing: Rewiring nervous system patterns
Building new nervous system pathways using the body/sensations
Building new pathways using the intellect/ inquiry
Learn how to help your clients identify what pattern they would like to replace existing patterns
with, using Cross Mapping with their Soul’s Agenda, overflow, and white light

Trauma Physiology/ Polyvagal Theory:
Vagus Nerve Physiology
Three Levels of Safety
Vagal Toning Techniques
Breath Practices

Trauma Informed Motivation: Learn the interwoven physiology, science, and research of historical
patterning, sensation, and motivation.

Visual Led Release:
Review the concepts of trauma physiology
Learn the three levels of safety and polyvagal theory
Understand the physiologic process and qualities of traumatic memory
Learn the Visual Led Release process

Level 2 - SBMC Certification
Course Modules

Driving the Energy System: Practice the four phases of consciously driving the human energy
system:
Free the Channels
Open the Channels
Flush the Channels
Direct the Energy (Grounding, Centering, Connecting and Penetrating)

Core Wound Discovery Process: Help your clients reveal the root cause of their most persistent
subconscious block so they no longer feel the need to become emotionally defensive.
Learn the circle of core wound defenses
Understand why clients main resistances persistently show up
Learn what “negative” emotions are protecting
Develop deep compassion for your clients so that you can navigate coaching them in the
presence of difficult emotional reactions without getting sucked in or triggered
Debunk the idea of emotional triggers and integrate the new science of emotional construction
Key de-coding questions to reveal core wound origins
Personally experience the Core Wound Discovery Process

Level 2 - SBMC Certification
Course Modules

Alignment Principles: Core Resonance Remodeling/Transference
Learn and practice the Core Resonance Remodeling program that will change your client’s
vibrational frequency, allowing them to become naturally clear, confident, open-minded,
grounded and tapped in to the natural wellspring of their authentic success
Learn how ancestral pattering is passed down through energetic imprinting and remove those
imprints from your energy field

Shadow Mirroring:
Learn the science of emotional repression, double binding messages, and projection.
How the shadow aspect is created in the subconscious mind
SBMC mirror process
Embracing your shadow
Embracing your greatness

Core Wound Discovery Self-Process: How to guide yourself independently through the core wound
discovery process to develop emotional mastery and navigate the client journey.

Level 2 - SBMC Certification
Course Modules

Handling Difficult Client Situations: Inevitably you will have difficult clients and your background
in SBMC allows you to go much deeper and create more profound shifts for these people than most
other professionals.
Learn how to hold a container for transformation without emotional attachment while
remaining compassionate
Learn how to turn difficult situations into breakthroughs and turning points.
Explore how to continue to do your own personal work in the amid of client interactions

Laser Coaching: Learn how to pose the perfect question leading to a client breakthrough within
minutes... even seconds!

Case Study Development: Learn how to develop a SBMC program step by step with guided feedback
and support

Case Study Presentations: Present current client programs for educational sharing and group
feedback

Peer shares, role model coaching, hot seats/laser coaching, integration activities, case studies,
movement and exercises are all incorporated as part of the learning process.

Level 2 - SBMC Certification
4-Day Integrative In-Person Retreat

Experience a deep dive into the SBMC processes in a safe, healing setting with exceptional support and
truly nourishing community.
Review, practice, and integrate the “Drive Your Own Energy System” practice
Review, practice, and integrate the first two steps of the SBMC process in peer sessions and
instructor-led experiences (Become Aware / Decode)
Sensory Magnification
Visual Led Release
Review, practice, and integrate the second two steps of the SBMC process in peer sessions and
instructor-led experiences (Modify /Reframe)
Cross Mapping
Sensation
Souls Agenda
White Light
Natural Law Inquiry
Core Wound Discovery Process: Help your clients reveal the root cause of their most persistent
subconscious block so they no longer feel the need to become emotionally defensive.
Learn the circle of core wound defenses
Understand why clients main resistances persistently show up
Learn what “negative” emotions are protecting
Develop deep compassion for your clients so that you can navigate coaching them in the presence
of difficult emotional reactions without getting sucked in or triggered
Debunk the idea of emotional triggers and integrate the new science of emotional construction
Key de-coding questions to reveal core wound origins
Personally experience the Core Wound Discovery Process

Level 2 - SBMC Certification
4-Day Integrative In-Person Retreat

(continued)

Alignment Principles: Core Resonance Remodeling/Transference
Learn and practice the Core Resonance Remodeling program that will change your client’s
vibrational frequency, allowing them to become naturally clear, confident, open-minded,
grounded and tapped in to the natural wellspring of their authentic success
Learn how ancestral pattering is passed down through energetic imprinting and remove those
imprints from your energy field

Somatic Bodymind Assessments Introduction: Learn how posture, symptoms, and ailments reveal the
underlying emotional causation of physical symptomatology.
What does posture say about a person’s underlying emotional state
How does muscle armoring reveal your clients subconscious patterns
What do symptoms and body ailments tell you about your client’s deeper resistance to success, self
worth, and love

3 Sentence Story Process
Learn to develop a brief and powerful experiential narrative that can be used in networking
introductions, talks, and influential sales conversations. This is the best way to help people
understand “what you do” and how you can help them, without ever having to sell.

Level 2 - SBMC Certification
Competency, Homework and Completion

Homework: On average, most students spend about an hour or two on homework in a week when there
are no assignments. Amount of supplemental learning varies greatly from student to student based on
their interest in;
Practicing assessments, tools and techniques on their own with clients, self, friends
Re-watching classes for greater understanding
Deep diving into the personal transformational experience through journaling (on own or in our
virtual network)
Watching and re-watching supplemental videos from our video library
Participating socially in our virtual network
Dedicating time to self-care/movement practices

Throughout the program, the following assignments must be completed:
Video recording of student performing;
1 Soul's Agenda Assessment
1 Advanced Cross Mapping sessions
1 Visual Led Release session
Personal goal setting
3 peer practice sessions
Core Wound Discovery self process paper
SBMC case study project (Three sessions with another person presented to the group)
Multiple choice exam (can be taken orally)
*Students are also required to make up any missed peer sharing sessions via recorded video

Coaches and lead trainers are always available and happy to help students with homework. Homework
must be completed for successful graduation in the program.

Level 2 - SBMC Certification
Business Building Bonuses

BONUS TRAINING FOR SUCCESSFUL BUSINESS BUILDING

PRE-RECORDED FOR SELF-PACED LEARNING

Assessments and Evaluations for Client Mastery
Giving a Successful 1 Hour Talk That Sells Your Programs By Itself
How to Set “Just Right” Rates
Smoothly Onboarding Clients with Confidence
Influential Conversations: Learn how to be an amazing sales person for your business in a way that
feels inspiring to you and your clients

LIVE BONUS TRAINING

Creating Your Unique Business Model
Purpose, Mission, Message: How to simplify so you don't have to keep explaining "what you do"

PRE-RECORDED EXPERT TRAINING

Money 101 by Amy Bradbury
Diversity and Inclusion:
Race by Rachel Rosen
Gender by Jay Pryor

SBMC
Testimonials

"
I went from being in debt, over-drawn in my bank accounts, with no idea how to “find” clients to
having consistent $10,000 months."
-Julie Balderrama, Certified Coach, SBMC

"Before SBMC, my practice as a PT/ Craniosacral therapist was missing... something. I was feeling
drained, and my hands were feeling the extra effort I put in to get the same results. I was tired and
questioning my path. Once I discovered my soul agenda, and applied it with the tools learned in
SBMC, my inner world started shifting. My practice has enlivened! I am having fun!"
-Shannon Bessette PT,CST, SBMC

"This community is like having the best friend ever with you all of the time (the kind that listens, loves
you because of your vulnerabilities, challenges you in all of the right ways, fosters your growth,
reminds you of the truths you forget and reminds you of how what you want is the most important
thing AND it's easy). It makes me feel so strong and loved."
-Kate LaValley, MSPT, CERT. MDT, SBMC

“I am SO grateful for Ani and Brian!!! What a trip that I have been on floundering and not getting
clients. Once I started the SBMC program and speaking from my heart, the clients flocked in!”
-Augusta Good Krahl, ICF Certified Coach, SBMC

SBMC
Testimonials

"What is so fascinating to me about the SBMC program is the unique approach. It is
the coexistence of the Science and the Spiritual. I have had incredible and very real
results in my own life using the SBMC tools. Ani and Brian’s professional and
nurturing approach as coaches, leaders and amazing humans provided me with the
safety and security that I needed to open up to the work. The level of commitment
they both naturally hold for their clients and students is in my experience not only
unlike any of the other coaches I have worked with. It was deeper. There is a very
real, personal, and meaningful connection within the SBMC community as a whole.
If you are like me and are looking for transition or healing and if you want to make
an impact in others' lives - joining the Sensation Based Motivation Coaching
program will be one of the best decisions you will ever make. It was for me."
-Janice Grodsky, SBMC, Janice Grodsky Coaching

“I have found Ani and Brian to be two of the most grounded individuals I have
encountered in the personal development industry. They are a breath of fresh airknowledgable, real and relatable.”
-Shelly Van Goeye, SBMC, CEO Lucky Penny, SBMC

"This program has completely transformed my life! I have more than doubled my
investment in the SBMC program within a year after graduation. This has not only
helped me find stability in my finances but has ultimately allowed me to grow a
“real” business and accomplish my goal of personal freedom."

Next Steps...
Send an email to info@MotivationBeyondMeasure.com and set up
a time to talk to Ani about your interest in the SBMC program. She
will be able to answer your questions and help you determine if
SBMC is a good fit for you!

And in the meantime... check out our YouTube channel.
(www.youtube.com/channel/UCm8cPzbFi7WSFogMn0QWlNA)

www.MotivationBeyondMeasure.com

